Meeting held at Cannington on Saturday, 21 September 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.23pm
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr G O'Dea, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr B Vale
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 1 STIMULATING (21/9), Race 8 BARCALI (20/6)
Illness: Race 5 FABS GEM (21/9)
Ineligible: Race 10 MINI BOSS (18/9)

WARNINGS:
Race 9 WEST ON JACK - return gate warning

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 3 SNALLYGASTER, Race 4 JADE'S BLADE, Race 5 SANTA'S MAGIC, Race 9 WEST ON JACK, Race 10 JIMMY JUNIOR.

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds had pre-race swabs taken this evening TOMBSTONE BOY (Race 7) and HIGH HEAVEN (Race 11).

Box Draw results for the WA Bred Championship: Box 1 EIGHTY EIGHT; Box 2 WEST ON LILY; Box 3 JADE'S BLADE; Box 4 SANTA'S MAGIC; Box 5 HELLO I'M STEELO; Box 6 GOBLIN MONELLI; Box 7 GRAN AMOR; Box 8 PETRIA MONELLI; Reserve 1 DANDALUP CASPER; Reserve 2 WISE RICCIARDO.

On the 23rd September 2019, Trainer Mr C Bainbridge advised Stewards that TANOAN CREEK had pulled up with a torn right hamstring, following the running of race 8 at Greyhounds WA Cannington on the 21st September and will be out of racing for approximately 4 weeks.

Race 1 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 7:09 PM
(520M): BUSHMAN'S PRIDE began quickly. LOLLY BUFFET began slowly. RIPPIN' CROW checked off the heels of SERG'S GIRL soon after the start. LOLLY BUFFET checked off the heels of HOSTILE GUESS soon after the start. RIPPIN' MANU & RIPPIN' CROW collided on the first turn, RIPPIN' MANU lost ground. SERG'S GIRL, MERCEDES MONELLI & HOSTILE GUESS collided on the first turn, RIPPIN' CROW & MERCEDES MONELLI collided at the catching pen, MERCEDES MONELLI lost ground. RIPPIN' MANU checked off the heels of MERCEDES MONELLI on the second turn. RIPPIN' CROW & HOSTILE GUESS collided on the second turn, HOSTILE GUESS stumbled and lost ground. RIPPIN' MANU checked off the heels of RIPPIN' CROW in the back straight.

HOSTILE GUESS was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 2 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/380 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:30 PM
(380M): SHINBONER SPIRIT began quickly. BROOKSY MONELLI began slowly. SHINBONER PRIDE checked off the heels of SERG'S GIRL soon after the start. AKACHI & HAPPY RAGE collided on the first turn. CONSORTIUM checked off the heels of HAPPY RAGE on the first turn. BROOKSY MONELLI checked off the heels of CONSORTIUM on the first turn. SHINBONER PRIDE & CONSORTIUM collided on the first turn. HEY LONELY GIRL & SUNSET OCTAVIA collided approaching the home turn. HAPPY RAGE checked off the heels of BROOKSY MONELLI on the home turn. HEY LONELY GIRL & SUNSET OCTAVIA collided on the home turn.

Race 3 - Mixed 4/5 (mid Dist)/Provincial/600 - Mixed 4/5 (mid Dist) - 7:52 PM
(600M): SNALLYGASTER began quickly. GO GETTEM NIRTO began slowly. DANALUP DUSTY & WEST ON POPPY collided soon after the start. PEPPERTIDE checked off the heels of SNALLYGASTER & collided with EL DONBERTO on the first turn. DANALUP DUSTY, WEST ON POPPY, GO GETTEM NITRO & DYNA ORENTHAL collided on the first turn. EL DONBERTO & BEE DEE collided on the first turn. PEPPERTIDE, EL DONBERTO & BEE DEE raced wide on the first turn. DANALUP DUSTY checked off the heels of DYNA ORENTHAL & collided with WEST ON POPPY & EL DONBERTO on the first turn. DANALUP DUSTY & EL DONBERTO collided in the home straight the first time around. EL DONBERTO & BEE DEE collided in the home straight the first time around. DANALUP DUSTY, WEST ON POPPY, EL DONBERTO & BEE DEE collided on the second turn.
Race 4 - W.A. Bred Championship (city) (L) (Heat)/City/520 (1) - Open - 8:10 PM
(520M): JADE'S BLADE began quickly. DANDALUP CASPER began slowly. FLAKE MONELLI & COSMIC GAS collided several times soon after the start. DANDALUP CASPER checked off the heels of EIGHTY EIGHT approaching the first turn. DANDALUP CASPER galloped on the heels of EIGHTY EIGHT approaching the first turn. PETRIA MONELLI & WEST ON LILY collided approaching the first turn. EIGHTY EIGHT & TROUPER MONELLI collided approaching the first turn. PETRIA MONELLI checked off the heels of JADE'S BLADE & collided with FLAKE MONELLI on the first turn. EIGHTY EIGHT checked off the heels of PETRIA MONELLI & collided with WEST ON LILY on the first turn. DANDALUP CASPER checked off the heels of WEST ON LILY on the first turn. COSMIC GAS galloped on the heels of FLAKE MONELLI on the first turn both stumbled, lost ground and raced wide. DANDALUP CASPER checked off the heels of EIGHTY EIGHT on the third turn and approaching the home turn. FLAKE MONELLI & COSMIC GAS collided several times in the home straight.

Race 5 - W.A. Bred Championship (city) (L) (Heat)/City/520 (2) - Open - 8:33 PM
(520M): GOBLIN MONELLI & PEAK MONELLI began quickly. PEAK MONELLI, WISE RICCIARDO, SUPER BLADE & GRAN AMOR collided soon after the start, SUPER BLADE lost ground. SUPER BLADE checked off the heels of WISE RICCIARDO soon after the start. WISE RICCIARDO checked off the heels of GOBLIN MONELLI on the first turn. PEAK MONELLI & WISE RICCIARDO collided on the first turn. WISE RICCIARDO checked off the heels of HELLO I'M STEELO on the home turn.

Race 6 - Mixed 4/5/City/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:57 PM
(520M): JERKY BOY & PACIFIC OWL began quickly. WERNER BALE began slowly. WERNER BALE checked off the heels of WINSOME BOSSMAN soon after the start. OLLIE MACHINE & WINSOME BOSSMAN collided soon after the start & approaching the first turn. ALDRICH checked off the heels of PACIFIC OWL on the first turn. BACK ON LAVA & WINSOME BOSSMAN collided at the catching pen. OUTSHINED checked off the heels of PACIFIC OWL & collided with ALDRICH at the catching pen, ALDRICH lost ground. OLLIE MACHINE & ALDRICH collided on the second turn. WERNER BALE & WINSOME BOSSMAN collided on the second turn. JERKY BOY & PACIFIC OWL collided several times on the third turn. WERNER BALE checked off the heels of WINSOME BOSSMAN on the third turn. OUTSHINED checked off the heels of BACK ON LAVA approaching the home turn. JERKY BOY & PACIFIC OWL collided several times approaching the home turn. PACIFIC OWL checked off the heels of OUTSHINED in the home straight.

Race 7 - Grade 5/Provincial/380 - Grade 5 - 9:14 PM
(380M): HELLO I'M GISELE, WESTERN RIPPLE, ADMIRAL NELSON & COMMANDER JAYJAY began quickly. HELLO I'M GISELE & STICKY VICKI collided on the first turn. WESTERN RIPPLE, ADMIRAL NELSON & COMMANDER JAYJAY collided on the first turn, ADMIRAL NELSON lost ground and collided with LULLY SINGH. LULLY SINGH galloped on the heels of STICKY VICKI on the first turn, both lost ground. HELLO I'M GISELE & TOMBSTONE BOY collided on the second turn. HELLO I'M GISELE, COMMANDER JAYJAY & TOMBSTONE BOY collided on the second turn. COMMANDER JAYJAY & TOMBSTONE BOY collided on the home turn. HELLO I'M GISELE checked off the heels of TOMBSTONE BOY on the home turn.

STICKY VICKI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 8 - Grade 5/City/520 - Grade 5 - 9:31 PM
(520M): TANOAN CREEK began slowly. STARTER UP & MOSSIMO BALE collided soon after the start. OWL PERFECT & STARTER UP collided on the first turn. OWL PERFECT & GRACE ALI collided on the first turn. TANOAN CREEK checked off the heels of STARTER UP on the first turn. INSTANTANEOUS & STARTER UP collided on the first turn. INSTANTANEOUS checked off the heels of OWL PERFECT approaching the home turn.

Race 9 - Grade 5/City/715 - Grade 5 - 9:46 PM
(715M): WEST ON JACK began quickly. WEST ON VIOLET checked off the heels of FANTASTIC GHOST on the first turn. TWO TIMES TWICE, FANTASTIC GHOST & SUNNYSIDE UP collided on the first turn. WEST ON VIOLET & FANTASTIC GHOST collided on the second turn. WEST ON JACK raced wide on the second turn. SUNNYSIDE UP checked off the heels of WEST ON VIOLET in the back straight. FANTASTIC GHOST checked off the heels of SUNNYSIDE UP approaching the home turn.

WEST ON JACK was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.
Race 10 - Maiden/Provincial/380 - Maiden - 10:02 PM
(380M): SHINBONER STAR & GLOBAL TREND began quickly. PRIME RECORD began slowly. JIMMY JUNIOR & SHINBONER STAR collided soon after the start. AZZARO & PINK ANGEL collided soon after the start. JIMMY JUNIOR & PINK ANGEL collided on the first turn. AZZARO checked off the heels of PINK ANGEL on the first turn. PRIME RECORD & PINK ANGEL collided in the back straight, PINK ANGEL lost ground and collided with AZZARO. GLOBAL TREND galloped on the heels of SHINBONER STAR on the second turn. AZZARO & PINK ANGEL collided on the second turn. PRIME RECORD checked off the heels of GLOBAL TREND, shifted out and raced wide on the second turn. PRIME RECORD raced wide on the home turn.

Race 11 - Novice/Provincial/380 - Novice - 10:24 PM
(380M): SHEED'S GOAL began quickly. PRIME TIME & CHIMICHURRI began slowly. TAKIS BALE & PRIME TIME collided soon after the start. PRIME TIME & CHIMICHURRI collided soon after the start. SHINBONER GLORY, MIXED UP MOMENT & FLYIN' RYAN collided on the first turn. SHINBONER GLORY, MIXED UP MOMENT, FLYIN' RYAN & TAKIS BALE collided on the first turn, MIXED UP MOMENT lost ground. TAKIS BALE & PRIME TIME collided on the first turn, both stumbled and lost ground. CHIMICHURRI checked off the heels of TAKIS BALE on the first turn. MIXED UP MOMNT checked off the heels of TAKIS BALE in the back straight.

(275M): FUN AND GAMES began quickly. MISS MINI MION & MISS LULU began slowly. ANGELO KEEPING, MISS LULU & BLACK MOSEL collided soon after the start. MISS LULU checked off the heels of ANGELO KEEPING on the first turn, MISS LULU lost ground. ANGELO KEEPING & BLACK MOSEL collided on the first turn, BLACK MOSEL lost ground. ANGELO KEEPING & HELLO I'M STEWIE collided approaching the home turn. BLACK MOSEL shifted out and raced wide approaching the home turn and on the home turn.

FINAL.